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ABSTRACT
With a large sample of bright, low-redshift galaxies with optical–near-IR imaging from the
GAMA survey we use bulge-disc decompositions to understand the wavelength-dependent
behaviour of single-Se´rsic structural measurements. We denote the variation in single-Se´rsic
index with wavelength asN , likewise for effective radius we useR. We find that most galaxies
with a substantial disc, even those with no discernable bulge, display a high value of N .
The increase in Se´rsic index to longer wavelengths is therefore intrinsic to discs, apparently
resulting from radial variations in stellar population and/or dust reddening. Similarly, low
values of R (< 1) are found to be ubiquitous, implying an element of universality in galaxy
colour gradients. We also study how bulge and disc colour distributions vary with galaxy type.
We find that, rather than all bulges being red and all discs being blue in absolute terms, both
components become redder for galaxies with redder total colours. We even observe that bulges
in bluer galaxies are typically bluer than discs in red galaxies, and that bulges and discs are
closer in colour for fainter galaxies. Trends in total colour are therefore not solely due to the
colour or flux dominance of the bulge or disc.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: general –
galaxies: structure.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The formation history of a galaxy is recorded in the age, metallicity
and phase space distribution of its stellar populations. The stars
 E-mail: rebecca.kennedy@nottingham.ac.uk
in a given galaxy have formed over a range of times and through
different mechanisms, so the observed spatial structure of a galaxy,
and its wavelength dependence, can be used to learn how galaxies
formed and evolved.
Ideally we would be able to decompose a galaxy into all its
constituent components, but this is currently not possible. Instead,
we are able to do bulge-disc decompositions that at least allow us
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to differentiate between central and extended components within
a bright sample. In the case of distant or faint galaxies with low
signal to noise we may only be able to fit a single component, but
this still has its merits if we can ensure that our interpretation of
single-component fits is consistent with bulge-disc decompositions
(Allen et al. 2006).
Historically, galaxies were visually classified as elliptical (‘E’),
lenticular (‘S0’) or spiral (‘S’) in morphology (Hubble 1936). Ellip-
tical galaxies are traditionally characterized by their one-component
spheroidal shape and collapsed structure. They are thought to be the
product of early and/or dry mergers, and therefore contain older, red-
der stars (Dressler et al. 1997; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Brinchmann
et al. 2004). Many of the objects initially classified as ‘elliptical’
were later found to have a disc component, which led to the introduc-
tion of the ‘ES’ classification for galaxies lying between ellipticals
and lenticulars on the Hubble tuning fork diagram (Liller 1966).
They have since been referred to as E/S0 galaxies and discy ellip-
ticals (Nieto, Capaccioli & Held 1988; Simien & Michard 1990).
This view was later augmented to include parallel sequences for
spirals and lenticulars, with ‘early’ and ‘late’ types described by
their disc-to-bulge ratios (van den Bergh 1976). As the quality of
observational data improved over time, the need for a continuum
of bulge-to-disc ratios in early-type galaxies also became necessary
(Capaccioli, Piotto & Rampazzo 1988). This version of the Hubble
diagram was then extended to include spheroidal galaxies at the end
of the S0a-S0b-S0c sequence (Cappellari et al. 2011). Morpholog-
ical classifications based on kinematics are more sensitive to the
presence of discs than any photometric attempt (Emsellem et al.
2007; Cappellari et al. 2011, e.g.). Kinematics can also distinguish
between, for example, fast and slow rotating early-type galaxies,
which can shine a light on both their underlying stellar structure,
and their possible formation mechanisms (e.g. Emsellem et al. 2011,
and references therein).
An alternative classification system is proposed in Graham
(2014), and expanded upon in Graham et al. (submitted), in which
both bulge-to-disc flux ratio and Hubble type are used in conjunc-
tion with one another, in order to minimize the effect of the random
orientation orientation of a galaxy’s disc on its morphological clas-
sification.
Radial luminosity profiles of galaxies, and their components,
are commonly described by a Se´rsic index, n, which models the
variation in the projected light distribution with radius (Se´rsic 1963;
Graham & Driver 2005).
However, using a single-Se´rsic fit as an indicator of whether a
galaxy is early- or late-type can sometimes be misleading, due to
the intrinsic variations in n and measurement uncertainties (Binggeli
& Jerjen 1998; Graham & Guzman 2003; Krajnovic et al. 2013).
Elliptical galaxies commonly have discs (e.g. Kormendy & Bender
1996, and references therein), or disc-like structures (Emsellem
et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2011; Emsellem et al. 2011; Krajnovic´
et al. 2011), and can exhibit a large range of disc-to-total (D/T) flux
ratios (Krajnovic et al. 2013), with D/T ∼ 0.4 typical. This calls
into question the tradition of classifying galaxies by their Se´rsic
index or morphology (Vika et al. 2015).
Similarly, a number of galaxies that have previously been classi-
fied as spirals show no morphological evidence of a classical bulge,
and instead have an irregular central bright component (Carollo
et al. 1997).
Discs can generally be described by an ‘exponential’ profile, with
n ∼ 1, whilst classical bulges and elliptical galaxies are generally
described by a higher Se´rsic index of n  2.5 (e.g. Graham 2013).
In fact, it is rare to find bulges with n > 3 (Balcells et al. 2003),
and the bulges of many spiral galaxies (particularly intermediate-
type discs) exhibit the exponential profiles of pseudo bulges and are
supported by rotation (Andredakis & Sanders 1994; Carollo 1999;
de Jong et al. 2004; Gadotti 2009; McDonald et al. 2011). They
generally have younger stellar populations than classical bulges,
and are likely formed by secular processes. Due to their flattened
light profiles they are often difficult to detect at high inclination
(Carollo et al. 1997; Kormendy et al. 2006; Drory & Fisher 2007;
Gadotti 2009). Conversely, early-type spiral galaxies appear to have
significantly bigger and brighter bulges than late-type spiral galax-
ies, which tend to have small, faint bulges (Graham & Prieto 2001;
Mo¨llenhoff 2004). A possible reason for this difference in bulge
size with morphology is that in late-type spirals the bulge is ‘sub-
merged’ in the disc, masking some of the bulge light (Graham &
Prieto 2001). This is consistent with the Hubble sequence pattern
of increasing D/T flux ratio for later-type spirals (de Lapparent,
Baillard & Bertin 2011).
Previous studies have shown a strong relationship between mea-
sured sizes of galaxies and wavelength; on average, galaxies of all
morphologies are found to be smaller in redder wavebands (Evans
1994; La Barbera et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2011; Kelvin et al.
2012; Vulcani et al. 2014, hereafter V14; Kennedy et al. 2015).
Se´rsic index is also known to change with wavelength; Se´rsic index
measured in the NIR is generally significantly larger than in the
optical for low-n galaxies, with high-n galaxies exhibiting a similar,
if less pronounced, trend (Taylor-Mager et al. 2007; Kelvin et al.
2012; V14).
The colour of a galaxy and its components can be used to differ-
entiate between early and late morphological types, at u − r = 2.22,
regardless of magnitude (Strateva et al. 2001). u − r versus g − i
colour space has also been found to effectively classify galaxies in
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) as either early- or late-type.
The location of a galaxy in this colour space also reflects the de-
gree and locality of star formation activity (Park & Choi 2005), and
correlates well with stellar population age.
Colour gradients within galaxy components may also prove to be
an effective classifier; star-forming galaxies do not show significant
colour gradients in their discs, whilst passive galaxies do. These
gradients may be due to dust extinction; the discs of active galaxies
are optically thin, resulting in no colour gradient, whilst galaxies
that do show a colour gradient appear optically thick in the centre
and optically thin in their outer regions (Cunow 2001). Meanwhile,
ellipticals are thought to form with steep stellar population gradi-
ents (see e.g. Brough et al. 2007; Kuntschner et al. 2010 for more
discussion).
V14 examined the variation of Se´rsic index (n) and effective
radius (Re) with wavelength in order to reveal the internal structure,
and therefore the formation history, of galaxies in their sample. As
in V14, the notation NHg = n(H )/n(g) and RHg = Re(H )/Re(g)
will be used here to denote the ratio between the H- and g-bands.
We omit the waveband labels from N and R when discussing
their general behaviour. V14 speculates that the variation in N
reflects whether a system has one or two components; in a high-
N system we are observing the Se´rsic index of a disc in bluer
wavelengths and a bulge in redder wavelengths. Conversely, V14
suggests that for one-component systems we see N closer to unity
because we are measuring the Se´rsic index of just one component
at all wavelengths, e.g. in the case of elliptical galaxies. There is,
however, a large change in Re with wavelength for high-n galaxies,
which shows that elliptical galaxies contain a radial progression of
different stellar populations, possibly resulting from multiple minor
merging events throughout the galaxy’s lifetime.
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Vika et al. (2015) found that by combining N with the colour
information of the galaxy we can separate elliptical galaxies from
S0s more reliably than other photometric classification methods.
V14 and Vika et al. (2015) suggest that inferences about a galaxy’s
bulge-disc nature can be made from single-Se´rsic fits. In this paper
we use a large sample of low-redshift galaxies to study whether there
is a connection between bulge-disc properties and single-Se´rsic
results. Using our multiwavelength bulge-disc decompositions we
also study the relationship between bulge and disc properties in
order to uncover information about the developmental histories of
these galaxies. As in Kennedy et al. (2015) we first ensure that
the recovered properties of our bulges and discs are robust with
redshift (Section 2.4), before studying the wavelength dependence
of n and Re as a function of bulge:total (B/T) flux ratio, in order
to determine whether V14’s inferences from single-Se´rsic fits are
consistent with bulge-disc decompositions (Section 3.1). We go on
to look at the relative colours of bulges and discs for six subsamples
(as defined in V14), and what they (and their single-Se´rsic colours)
can tell us about their likely formation histories (Section 3.2). We
then explore the relative colours of these components in the context
of visual morphological type (Section 3.3), before examining trends
in physical properties as a function of luminosity (Section 3.4).
The analysis has been carried out using a cosmology with
(m, , h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.7) and AB magnitudes.
2 DATA
The sample of galaxies used in this project, and their single-Se´rsic
structural measurements, have previously been presented in Ha¨ußler
et al. (2013) and studied further in V14 and Kennedy et al. (2015).
A detailed description of the selection criteria, robustness of fits and
properties of the sample can be found in those papers; here, a brief
overview is given.
The sample used in this project is taken from the G09 region of
the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey II (Driver et al.
2009, 2011; Liske et al. 2015), which is the largest homogeneous
multiwavelength data set currently available. GAMA includes data
from both SDSS (York et al. 2000) and UKIDSS (Lawrence et al.
2007), which provide a consistent and complete set of imaging
covering the (ugriz) optical bands and the near-IR (YJHK) bands. It
has been demonstrated that, for our sample limits, all these bands
have a depth and resolution that allows for Se´rsic-profile fitting
(Kelvin et al. 2012).
2.1 K-correction and rest-frame cuts
To obtain rest-frame colours for the bulge and disc components of
both samples, K-corrections have been performed using the SED
fitting code of Duncan et al. (2014). Following a method similar
to that of Blanton & Roweis (2007), stellar population synthesis
models from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) are fit to the decomposed
bulge and disc photometry and the rest-frame colours taken from
the best-fitting model for each component. The model stellar popu-
lations are drawn from a wide range of ages, star-formation histories
and metallicities, with dust attenuation allowed to vary in the range
0 ≤ AV ≤ 4 assuming the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation law. We
then apply the following criteria to select reliable fits.
For bulges only:
(i) 0.201 < nB < 7.75, to eliminate values that lie very close to
the fitting boundaries.
For all galaxies (largely the same as those used in H13 and V14):
Figure 1. Absolute r-band magnitude versus redshift for our parent sample,
with our volume-limited selection boxes overlaid. The thinnest black line
indicates the primary apparent magnitude limit of the GAMA II redshift
survey, r < 19.8. This corresponds to an absolute magnitude of Mr = −21.2
at z = 0.3 and Mr = −19.48 at z = 0.15. See Table 1 for the number of
galaxies in each sample.
(i) 0 < mB, D < 40 at all wavelengths, where mB, D is the to-
tal apparent magnitude in each band for the bulge and the disc,
respectively.
(ii) m − 5 < mB, D < m + 5, where m is the starting value of the
magnitude in each band. See Ha¨ußler et al. (2013) for more details.
(iii) 0.301 < Re(B, D) < 399 pixels, which ensures bulge and
disc sizes remain in a physically meaningful range.
(iv) 0.001 < qB, D ≤ 1.0, where qB, D is the axial ratio of the bulge
and disc, respectively.
(v) Position (x, y); positions are constrained to lie within a box
of size 0.5Re around the centre as defined by the single-Se´rsic fit.
Additionally, the position of the disc and the bulge are constrained
to be the same.
In this study we use two different volume-limited samples (see
Fig. 1), which are determined by the apparent magnitude limit of
the GAMA II redshift survey, r < 19.8 mag, at two different red-
shifts. When studying variation in galaxy properties with redshift, a
volume-limited sample is taken with z < 0.3, Mr < −21.2 mag, in
line with V14. When studying variation in galaxy properties with
absolute magnitude, Mr, a z < 0.15, Mr < −19.48 mag volume-
limited sample is taken, allowing galaxies to be observed over a
wider range of absolute magnitudes, at the cost of a smaller redshift
range. We also use a sample of morphologically classified galaxies
from Kelvin et al. (2014) with Mr < −17.4 mag and 0.025 < z <
0.06. The number of objects, and ‘strong’ bulge and disc compo-
nents (see Section 2.3 for our definition of ‘strong’), in each sample
are given in Table 1.
Rest-frame colour cuts are made using the single-Se´rsic magni-
tudes of each galaxy, in concordance with fig. 3 of V14 and fig. 2 of
Kennedy et al. (2015): we separate our sample into ‘red’ and ‘blue’
galaxies at u − r = 2.1, and then subdivide the ‘blue’ sample at
u − r = 1.6 into ‘green’ and ‘blue’ in order to separate the bluest,
potentially starburst, population. Note that our ‘green’ sample
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Table 1. Table showing the number of galaxies in each volume-limited
sample. V14 sample: z < 0.3, Mr < −21.2 mag; low-z sample: z < 0.15,
Mr < −19.48 mag; vis. morphology sample: 0.025 < z < 0.06, Mr <
−17.4 mag. Cleaning is applied in all bands simultaneously. The strong
bulge category contains only bulges which are no more than 3 mag fainter
than their corresponding disc (and vice versa for the strong disc category).
‘Strong bulge and strong disc’ contains galaxies which have both a bulge and
disc within 3 mag of one another, and are therefore a subset of the previous
two categories.
Pre-
cleaning
Strong
bulges
Strong
discs
Strong bulge and
strong discs
V14 10491 5459 4456 1836
Low-z 4109 2342 1945 966
Vis. Morph. 1013 634 472 264
corresponds to the main population of star-forming galaxies, not
the green valley. We also split our sample by Se´rsic index at
nr = 2.5, in an effort to separate discy galaxies from ellipticals.
2.2 Structural models
We utilize GALAPAGOS-2 to obtain our structural measurements,
which in turn makes use of GALFITM, a version of GALFIT3 (Peng
et al. 2002; Peng et al. 2010) extended by the MegaMorph project
to fit a single wavelength-dependent model simultaneously to many
images of a galaxy (Ha¨ußler et al. 2013; Vika et al. 2013; Bamford
et al., in preparation). Fitting a light profile in multiple wavebands
at once has been found to increase the accuracy and stability of
each measurement; GALFITM fits the coefficients of a polynomial
function, and the order to which the polynomial can vary can be set
by the user. In our single-Se´rsic model fits, the galaxy magnitudes
are allowed to vary freely, whereas Se´rsic index and effective radius
are constrained to be second-order polynomials of wavelength (see
Ha¨ußler et al. 2013 and V14 for details).
In addition to the single-Se´rsic fits presented previously, we have
also performed two-component fits, comprising independent Se´rsic
and exponential (a Se´rsic profile with n = 1) components (Ha¨ußler
et al., in preparation), the Se´rsic index and effective radius of which
is constant with wavelength. We have performed various tests to
ensure that our fits consistently move away from their starting pa-
rameters, and converge on final solutions that are generally indepen-
dent of these initial values. The robustness of our decompositions
will be discussed in depth in Ha¨ußler et al. (in preparation). The
two components are intended to model the bulge and disc structures
seen in many galaxies, and we will often use these labels for con-
venience, although the interpretation of the two components may
vary for galaxies that do not correspond to this simple structural
approximation.
We acknowledge that there may not be statistical evidence for
choosing a two-component fit over a single-Se´rsic fit. However, one
of the problems involved with choosing a one- or two-component
model is that this builds a dichotomy into the data. One of the
strengths of fitting every object with two components is that we
give consistent treatment to our whole sample, and don’t introduce
a bias of deciding which fit is more appropriate on a case-by-
case basis. Nowadays we know that the vast majority of galaxies
are multicomponent. Forcing them to be fit by a single component
models introduces a bias. The distributions of component properties
we find in this paper strongly support the assumption of multiple
components. This is particularly true for the red galaxies; with
single-band fits these can often be well-fit by single-component
models, but our multiband fits clearly indicate a preference for two
components with different colours.
2.3 Component selection
In this paper we take a liberal attitude to what constitutes a ‘bulge’,
not least because the central component of many of our galaxies
is not well resolved. Thus, bars, lenses, pseudo bulges, classical
bulges, and their superpositions, are all swept up in this term. Our
primary aim is to distinguish the extended, thin disc from more cen-
trally concentrated stellar structures. We postulate that the relative
properties of these two components are responsible for much of
the observed variation in galaxy properties, particularly that corre-
lated with environment. We aim to test this claim in detail in future
works.
Two-component models have been fit to all galaxies in our sam-
ple, regardless of whether they are best modelled as one- or two-
component systems. This raises the issue that one of the compo-
nents may be negligible, in respect of the luminosity or structure
of a galaxy. For example, a small fraction of the light from a one-
component elliptical galaxy may be attributed to a disc with poorly
constrained properties, without affecting the resulting model im-
age. A further issue is the potential for one component, or both,
to be used to fit some features of a galaxy that they are not in-
tended to model; a false disc may help reduce the residuals caused
by an isophotal twist in a pure elliptical galaxy, or a false bulge
or a bar may attempt to fit to the arms in a spiral galaxy. To avoid
considering the properties of insignificant or incorrect components,
a cleaning process can be applied. Several cleaning methods are
employed in the literature, including using a logical filter (e.g.
Allen et al. 2006), visual inspection (e.g. Kelvin et al. 2012) and
likelihood-ratio tests (e.g. Simard et al. 2011). While useful, each
of these approaches have their difficulties: visual inspection is sub-
jective and insensitive in certain circumstances, whereas goodness-
of-fit tests are often unable to eliminate physically meaningless
fits.
In our present work we take an extremely simple approach and
consider the distributions of component properties at face-value.
We make no special attempt to remove the objects for which a
two-component fit is inappropriate, nor do we substitute single-
component measurements in any case. However, we do clean our
catalogue of galaxies that may be affected by the constraints im-
posed on the fit, and hence for which Se´rsic profile measurements
are unlikely to be meaningful. These criteria are similar to those
used in Kennedy et al. (2015).
We do not consider the poorly constrained properties of com-
ponents that make a negligible contribution to the luminosity of
their galaxy. From an examination of the fitting results, we choose
to ignore components that are more than 3 mag fainter than their
counterpart (i.e. bulges must have at least 6 per cent of the lumi-
nosity of the corresponding disc to be considered a trustworthy, and
therefore ‘strong’ bulge, and vice versa), as in Vika et al. (2014).
See Table 1 for the number of galaxies deemed to have a strong
bulge, strong disc, or both a strong bulge and strong disc.
When we use the term ‘bulges’ throughout the paper we are
referring to all bulges which are no more than 3 mag fainter than
their corresponding disc (i.e. this includes lone bulges/ellipticals
AND the bulge components of two-component galaxies). When we
use the term ‘only strong bulges’ we are referring to bulges which
do not have a significant disc. We similarly use the terms ‘disc’ and
‘only strong disc’ throughout the paper.
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Figure 2. Hzg image, single-Se´rsic model and residuals for an example galaxy in each of our colour/Se´rsic index subsamples.
Figure 3. Hzg image, bulge+disc model and residuals for an example galaxy in each of our colour/Se´rsic index subsamples.
2.4 Robustness of structural properties
Ha¨ußler et al (in preparation) demonstrates that the multiband fitting
used by MegaMorph allows the SEDs of individual bulge and disc
components of simulated galaxies to be recovered for even faint
objects (mr < 20 mag in the GAMA data). Whereas single-band
fitting recovers the same SED for both the bulge and disc of a given
galaxy, MegaMorph’s multiband fitting shows bulges and discs to
have different SEDs, even for faint galaxies.
In Figs 2 and 3 we present three-colour (Hzg) images, models
and residuals for example galaxies in our six subsamples to show
how well they are fit by single-Se´rsic and bulge-disc models respec-
tively. By visually comparing the residuals of Fig. 2 with Fig. 3 we
can see that the bluer objects (particularly the ‘green’ high-n and
‘blue’ low-n) are slightly better fit by a bulge and a disc than by a
single-Se´rsic profile, which indicates that, as expected, these galax-
ies can generally be thought of as two-component objects. Our ‘red’
galaxies are well fit by either a single- or two-component model, but
adding a second component does improve the residuals. Although
the residuals do not all visibly improve in the cases shown, overall
the two component fits better represent most galaxies in all sub-
samples, as indicated by the consistent and contrasting sizes, Se´rsic
indices and colours of the two components.
In our previous work (Kennedy et al. 2015) we have tested
the single-Se´rsic measurements in our volume-limited samples
for trends with redshift, which may arise due to biases with
worsening resolution or signal-to-noise ratios. Although we mea-
sured small changes in N and R with redshift, we found that
these were negligible compared to the differences between galaxy
samples. Therefore, our results, including the strikingly different
behaviour of high- and low-n galaxies, are robust to redshift effects.
Here we similarly test the resilience of bulge and disc properties
considered in this paper.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the redshift dependence of bulge and disc
u − r colours. The bulge and disc distributions are distinct in all
redshift bins, with bulges typically found to be redder than discs
by 0.65 mag. At lower redshifts the colours of bulges and discs
become very slightly redder by ∼0.1 mag, likely due to aging stel-
lar populations and declining star-formation rates over this 2 Gyr
time-scale. Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) tests indicate a significant
difference between the colour distribution of both bulges and discs
between redshift samples, but these differences can be considered
small compared with the width of the distributions. To determine
whether an offset between redshift bins can be considered ‘small’
we sum the standard deviations of the widest and narrowest distribu-
tions in quadrature. We then find the difference in the median value
of u − r colour in the highest and lowest redshift bins, as a fraction
of the summed standard deviation. The offset is 17.5 per cent of the
distribution widths, which can be considered small. Furthermore,
the colour separation between bulges and discs (shown by a black
dashed line) is maintained, strongly supporting the consistency of
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Figure 4. The distributions of u − r colour for bulges (red, solid lines) and
discs (blue, dotted lines) in the cleaned V14 catalogue. Black dashed lines
show B − D colours, i.e. the difference between the u − r colour of the bulge
and the u − r colour of the disc in a given galaxy. Each panel is restricted to
Mr < −21.2 and different redshift ranges, as labelled. Median u − r colours
for each distribution are indicated by vertical lines, with standard deviations
marked as error bars. Overall, we see that the difference between bulge and
disc colours remains constant regardless of redshift.
Figure 5. Redshift and luminosity dependence of B/T ratio for high- and
low-n galaxies. All galaxies which meet our basic cleaning criteria are shown
here; this includes discs with very faint bulges, and vice versa, to give an
accurate impression of the range of B/T ratios exhibited by our sample. For
the majority of galaxies the overall distribution of B/T flux ratios is similar at
different redshifts. The B/T flux ratio of high-n galaxies show no significant
dependence on luminosity, whereas the brighter the low-n galaxy, the lower
its B/T flux ratio.
our decompositions over a wide range of signal to noise and reso-
lution. This is remarkable given that the bulges are unresolved for
many of our high-z objects (see Fig. 6).
We also test the dependence of B/T flux ratio on redshift. Normal-
ized histograms can be seen in the upper panels of Fig. 5, showing
the distribution of B/T for high- and low-n galaxies in three redshift
bins. As seen in Kennedy et al. (2015) for the redshift dependence
of galaxy properties, the two highest redshift bins exhibit almost
Figure 6. ngalaxy and Re(galaxy) distributions for bulges (red) and discs
(blue) in our ‘low-redshift’ sample (solid lines) and the V14 sample (dashed
lines). The resolution (Re  1.5 pixels or 0.339 arcsec) is represented as a
vertical dotted line in the right-hand panel.
identical trends, whilst the lowest redshift bin shows slightly differ-
ent behaviour, with more low-n galaxies exhibiting B/T ∼ 0.1 flux
ratios than the z > 0.15 samples. It should also be noted that these
low-z bins contain far fewer galaxies than the high-z bins.
3 R ESULTS
To illustrate that the components from our bulge-disc decomposi-
tions generally do correspond to the usual notion of ‘bulges’ and
‘discs’ we show their n and Re distributions in Fig. 6. By defini-
tion our discs have a Se´rsic index of 1, whilst bulges adopt a much
wider range of Se´rsic indices. A large proportion (32 per cent) of
the bulges in our low-redshift sample have lower Se´rsic indices
than discs. This could be due to the largest, brightest galaxies be-
ing ‘over-fit’, or galaxies with faint bulges being wrongly fitted
(i.e. some disc light being attributed to the bulge). The presence of
bars could also be a factor here; we do not correct for the possible
presence of bars in our sample cleaning, which could have Se´rsic
indices as low as ∼0.5 (Aguerri et al. 2005; Laurikainen et al. 2007;
Gadotti 2011). Different distributions for the V14 and low-redshift
samples are expected, since the two samples cover different mag-
nitude ranges and distances. The behaviour seen in this work does
not change significantly depending on the sample used.
Our bulges and discs also cover the expected relative values of
effective radius; there are few small discs, but many that extend out
to large radii, whilst bulges generally have smaller effective radii
(in ∼90 per cent of cases) and none extend as far out as the largest
discs.
To ascertain whether our subsample of n > 2.5 galaxies cor-
responds to bulge-dominated galaxies (i.e. B/T > 0.5), we show
in Fig. 7 the relationship between Se´rsic index and B/T flux ra-
tio. Although there is a large scatter, it can be seen that there is a
positive correlation between the two properties, implying that we
can, to a certain extent, think of high-n galaxies as generally being
bulge-dominated, and vice versa.
3.1 The wavelength dependence of single-Se´rsic models
In this Section we compare the general structural parameters of our
galaxies in order to determine whether the trends seen in V14 are
supported by bulge-disc decompositions. V14 observed a change
in single-Se´rsic index with wavelength for low-n galaxies, and sug-
gested that this may be due to the lower Se´rsic index of a galaxy’s
disc being observed in bluer wavebands, and the higher Se´rsic in-
dex of its bulge being observed in redder wavebands. Similarly,
V14 postulates that the small change inN seen for high-n galaxies
may be due to the one-component nature of these objects, while
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Figure 7. The relationship between nr(galaxy) and B/T for two-component
galaxies in the low-z sample (left-hand panel) and the V14 sample (right-
hand panel). Overplotted as grey dashed lines are the low-/high-n cut
at nr = 2.5, and the division between disc-/bulge-dominated galaxies at
B/T = 0.5. Solid black lines show the median fitted values whilst the shaded
areas show the 1σ dispersion. We see a positive correlation between B/T
and Se´rsic index, implying that we can generally think of high-n galaxies as
being bulge-dominated, and vice versa.
the change in R seen for this subsample could be due to a number
of different stellar populations superimposed on one another, each
with a different effective radius.
3.1.1 The wavelength dependence of Se´rsic index and effective
radius (N andR) versus B/T
In Fig. 8 we show the relationships between N and R versus the
relative luminosity, colour and size of the bulge and disc. Galaxies
for which we have strong measurements of both the bulge and disc
(grey points) are distinguished from those with only a strong disc
(blue points) or only a strong bulge (red points). See Section 2.3
for more details on this selection of ‘strong’ galaxy components. In
Fig. 8(a) we show the relationship betweenN and r-band bulge-to-
total ratio, B/T. From the arguments in V14 we expect that galaxies
with a high B/T (and particularly bulge-only galaxies) will display
N ∼ 1, as they are dominated by a single component, containing
one population of stars. Panel (a) confirms that galaxies with B/T
 0.5 exhibit N ∼ 1, albeit with some scatter. Furthermore, V14
anticipate that galaxies with two roughly equal components, corre-
sponding to B/T ∼ 0.5, should haveN > 1, as a result of the higher
Se´rsic index bulge becoming more dominant at redder wavelengths.
This is also supported by our bulge-disc decompositions. However,
a deviation from the predictions of V14 comes with disc-dominated
Figure 8. Upper panels show variation in Se´rsic index with wavelength; lower panels show variation in effective radius with wavelength, for the V14
volume-limited sample. Overlaid in black on each panel is the medianNHg /NHg for the whole sample. Panels (a) and (b) show the relationship betweenN and
R versus B/T flux ratio in the r-band; grey points show galaxies that exhibit both a bulge and disc of similar magnitudes; red points show galaxies that have
only strong bulges; blue points show galaxies that have only strong discs (see Section 2.3 for more on this definition). See Section 3.1.1 for an explanation of
why there are some ‘strong bulge’ galaxies with low B/T and vice versa. Panels (c) and (d) show B − D colour difference, whilst panels (e) & (f) show the
bulge:disc size ratio. The dashed lines in these panels show the median for galaxies with a B/T flux ratio >0.5, whilst the dot–dashed lines show the median
for galaxies with a B/T flux ratio <0.5. The wavelength dependence of n gives a more reliable indication of a galaxy’s internal structure thanR, and galaxies
with similarly coloured components exhibit a weaker dependence on R than galaxies in which the bulge is redder than its corresponding disc. We also note
that there appears to be little dependence of N on B/D size ratio, however there is a stronger correlation with R; as expected, the smaller the size ratio, the
stronger the wavelength dependence of Re.
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Figure 9. Upper panel shows blue, grey and red histograms giving the
number of B/T < 0.25, 0.25 < B/T < 0.75 and B/T > 0.75 galaxies,
respectively, for bins of N . The lower panel shows what percentage of the
whole population lies in each B/T subsample at a given value of N . We
also show with a black dashed line the percentage for B/T < 0.5 galaxies
over our range of N . The corresponding B/T > 0.5 line would be a mirror
image of this, and has therefore been omitted from this plot. We can see that
although it would be difficult to determine whether a galaxy has a prominent
bulge using N , we can see that above NHg ∼1 more than half the galaxies
have prominent discs, or B/T < 0.25.
systems (with low B/T). Such galaxies were expected to exhibit
N ∼ 1, because they are dominated by a single component. How-
ever, on the contrary, they consistently display high values of N .
The wavelength dependence of Se´rsic index appears to depend not
on whether a system has one or two components, but whether or not
a significant disc is present. We note that there are some galaxies
with only a strong disc which appear to have high B/T flux ratios,
and some galaxies with only strong bulges which have low B/T flux
ratios. Such cases arise when the second component is rejected due
to the cleaning criteria in Section 2.1. These extreme cases occur
because the classification of a strong component requires a disc to
be no more than 3 mags fainter than its corresponding bulge, or
vice versa. This translates to the luminosity of that disc being no
less than 6 per cent of the luminosity of the corresponding bulge.
Hence, it is possible to have strong bulges with B/T = 0.06, and
strong discs with B/T = 0.94 in cases where a component has been
discarded due to cleaning criteria detailed in Section 2.1.
Similarly, the relationship betweenR and B/T ratio can be seen
in panel (b) of Fig. 8. Most galaxies display R < 1, such that they
appear smaller in the H-band than the g-band. Bulge-dominated
systems exhibit the largest departures from unity, but also the largest
scatter. This corresponds with the results for high-n galaxies from
V14. Galaxies with a B/T  0.2 are disc-dominated and are likely
to correspond to V14’s low-n galaxy samples. Panel (b) of Fig. 8
shows that these galaxies, as in V14, haveR closer to one than their
high B/T counterparts; their radii change less with wavelength.
From these trends we are able to estimate the likelihood of a
galaxy having a bulge and/or disc at a given value of N . In Fig. 9
we show the percentage of galaxies at a givenN which have B/T <
0.25, 0.25 < B/T < 0.75 or B/T > 0.75. Although galaxies with B/T
> 0.25 can be present at all values of N , we see that galaxies with
prominent discs (i.e. B/T < 0.25) account for more than half the
population at N  2, while less than 10 per cent of the population
beyond N ∼2 have B/T > 0.75. We have included in the lower
panel of Fig. 9 a black dashed line showing the percentage of B/T
< 0.5 galaxies in the sample over our range ofN . We see that atN
 0.9 ( 2) we expect 50 per cent (80 per cent) of our population to
be disc-dominated. We can therefore useN to determine how likely
it is that a given galaxy has a prominent disc, although selecting
galaxies in combination with the Se´rsic index in a single band would
be most effective (see Vika et al. 2015).
3.1.2 N andR versus B–D colour difference and B/D size ratio
In addition to their relative luminosity, we would expect other as-
pects of the bulge and disc to influence the overall wavelength de-
pendence of galaxy structure. If the two components have strongly
contrasting colours, then the relative dominance of overall struc-
tural parameters should vary dramatically with wavelength. In cases
where a galaxy’s Se´rsic index is larger in redder wavelengths we
will see N > 1, and vice versa. Similarly, R > 1 means a galaxy
appears smaller at redder wavelengths. Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 8
shows N and R versus the difference between the u − r colours
of bulge and disc, where both components are well-constrained.
As the colour difference widens (in the typical sense of the bulge
being redder than the disc),N andR do depart further from unity:
galaxies exhibit peakier (higher-n) and smaller profiles at longer
wavelengths.
Similarly, the relative sizes of the bulge and disc should affect
the structural behaviour. Panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 8 demonstrate the
relationship between N and R versus the ratio of bulge and disc
size, Re(B)/Re(D), in the r-band. In panel (e) we see that the relative
size of bulge and disc has little or no effect onN .
There is, however, a positive correlation in panel (f); galaxies with
smaller Re(B)/Re(D) display a stronger wavelength dependence of
single-Se´rsic effective radius.
This appears to meet our expectations: the more pronounced the
difference in the size of the bulge and disc, the greater the overall
decrease in size from blue to red.
There are two particularly interesting aspects of these results.
First, the trends ofN versus B − D colour difference and size ratio
are offset for different B/T, while forR they are very similar. Thus,
N is dominated by the effect of B/T, whileR appears to be driven
by the relative size and colour of an extended ‘disc’ component,
irrespective of its relative luminosity.
Secondly, bulge-only systems lie at values of R associated with
the largest bulge-disc colour contrast. This is consistent with trends
in overall colour: galaxies with larger bulge-disc colour difference
or larger B/T tend to be redder in overall colour (see Fig. 10). This
matches the findings of V14, in that red, high-n galaxies display a
dependence of size on wavelength that is stronger than bluer, more
disc-like galaxies. Drawing on the literature, V14 postulate that
this behaviour is the result of accretion, preferentially to the galaxy
outskirts via minor mergers, of younger or more metal-poor stars. In
the case of our bulge-disc decompositions, the blue outskirts implied
by the single-Se´rsic fits of red, high-n galaxies are either too faint
to be constrained or modelled by an extended blue disc. For most
cases where a disc is significantly detected, it must be associated
with the usual thin disc of spiral galaxies. However, fascinatingly,
the same trends in R and N continue to galaxies where the disc is
no longer discernable.
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Figure 10. Normalized histogram showing the relative colour distributions of the bulges and discs of a volume-limited sample of Mr < −21.2, z < 0.3
galaxies, binned by Se´rsic index and overall galaxy colour, defined as follows: u − r > 2.1 = red, 1.6 < u − r < 2.1 = green, u − r < 1.6 = blue. The B − D
colour (i.e. the difference between the u − r colour of the bulge and the u − r colour of the disc within a given galaxy) is plotted in black, with negative values
indicating a redder disc than bulge, and positive values indicating a redder bulge than disc. The median B − D colour is plotted as a vertical black dashed line,
and the standard deviation of each sample is plotted in the corresponding colour. See Table 2 for exact values. Bulges are generally redder than their overall
discs, and this colour difference correlates with the overall colour of the galaxy; the bluer the galaxy, the closer the colours of these two components.
Table 2. The median colour of bulges (μB) and discs (μD) in Fig. 10, the
median B − D colour difference (μB − D), and the standard deviations on
these values (σB,σD,σB − D).
μB σB μD σD μB − D σB − D
Red, low-n 2.56 0.46 1.94 0.29 0.54 0.53
Red, high-n 2.54 0.27 2.05 0.38 0.46 0.42
Green, low-n 1.84 0.54 1.54 0.27 0.35 0.68
Green, high-n 1.94 0.49 1.61 0.42 0.34 0.63
Blue, low-n 1.44 0.54 1.25 0.30 − 0.01 0.72
Blue, high-n 1.30 0.61 1.45 0.82 − 0.24 0.79
3.2 u − r colour distributions for bulges and discs
We have already seen the colour distributions for bulges and discs
in Fig. 4. As anticipated, we see that these two components display
distinct colour distributions. To draw more meaningful conclusions
from the bulge and disc u − r colours of galaxies in our sample,
and to allow meaningful comparison with the single-Se´rsic work
presented in V14, we must study the same subsamples with the
added detail of our bulge-disc decompositions. Fig. 10 shows the
u − r bulge and disc colours, and the colour difference of the two
components (B − D = (u − r)b − (u − r)d), for galaxies divided
by Se´rsic index and colour. Median colours are overlaid as dashed
lines, and are given in Table 2. As the overall galaxy u − r colour
moves from red–green–blue, bulges and discs become closer in
colour. For red, low Se´rsic index galaxies there is a narrower peak
of blue discs compared to the wider distribution of redder bulges. For
blue galaxies, the peaks of the bulge and disc distributions overlap,
although the relative widths of the distributions are consistent with
those of red and green galaxies.
The B − D colours, plotted in black, show that the redder the
overall galaxy, the greater the difference between the colour of
the disc and the bulge. Blue galaxies show a wider distribution of
B − D colours, but the peak is very close to 0, showing that these
blue galaxies tend to have bulges and discs with similar colours.
The bulges and discs of high Se´rsic index galaxies have distribu-
tions with similar widths to one another. The bulges and discs also
follow the low Se´rsic index trend of becoming closer in colour the
bluer the overall galaxy is.
The observation that bulges are consistently redder than their
associated discs for the majority of our sample could imply that the
formation histories of these two components are linked; rather than
all bulges being intrinsically red and all discs being intrinsically
blue, we see a colour difference within a given galaxy.
To assess whether the trends we see here could be due to dust,
we show in Fig. 11 the colour distribution of bulges and discs for
face-on galaxies only. We see that the trends observed in Fig. 10 are
also seen in Fig. 11, suggesting that the inclination effects of dust
do not drive these trends.
3.3 Bulge and disc colour distributions with galaxy type
In the analysis of Fig. 10 we made assumptions about the connection
between the populations seen in these figures and the subsamples
used in V14 (i.e. that red, high-n galaxies correspond to our usual
notion of elliptical galaxies, whilst we think of the ‘green’ low-n
population as late-types). To assess how robust our assumptions are,
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Figure 11. Face-on only (qr > 0.9): Normalized histogram showing the relative colour distributions of the bulges and discs of a volume-limited sample of Mr
< −21.2, z < 0.3 galaxies, as in Fig. 10. The trends seen here are also present in Fig. 10, which suggests that the inclination effects of dust are not driving
these trends.
in Fig. 12 we plot the u − r colour of galaxies binned according
to their morphological classifications for our low-z sample. These
classifications are presented in Kelvin et al. (2014), and are a sample
of 3727 galaxies with Mr < −17.4 and in the redshift range 0.025
< z < 0.06, taken from the GAMA survey and visually classified
into E, S0-Sa, SB0-SBa, Sab-Scd, SBab-SBcd, Sd-Irr and little blue
spheroid classes.
Elliptical galaxies have a similar u − r colour difference to red
galaxies of both low- and high-n (as expected). Barred galaxies
tend to show a smaller B–D colour difference than comparable non-
barred galaxies. This trend has been studied by papers that do bulge-
disc-bar decomposition (Barazza, Jogee & Marinova 2008; Weinzirl
et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2010). It most likely appears because
the free Se´rsic function that is supposed to fit the bulge is fitting
both the bulge and the bar (De Geyter et al. 2014); consequently
the stellar population of the bulge appears to be more blue that
it actually is (Peng et al. 2002; Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2011). It
is also interesting to note that, when naı¨vely fitting a bulge and
a disc to all galaxies in our sample, even galaxies that have been
visually classified as ‘elliptical’ appear to contain both a strong
bulge and disc. This phenomenon has been seen before; Krajnovic
et al. (2013) find kinematic evidence for discs in early-type galaxies
and Huang et al. (2012) show that bright, nearby elliptical galaxies
can be well-fitted with three discs of different sizes, whilst (Naab
& Burkert 2001) show that most ellipticals show evidence of a disc
component containing approx. 10–20 per cent of the luminosity of
the elliptical component.
3.4 Luminosity dependence of bulge and disc properties
Studying the luminosity dependence of bulge and disc colours and
flux ratios give us insight into the physical properties of our sample.
The lower panels of Fig. 5 show normalized histograms of B/T flux
ratio for our 3 mag bins. For nr > 2.5 we do not see a significant
difference in the B/T flux ratio distribution with magnitude. In the
nr < 2.5 panel, however, we see a change in shape of the distribution
with magnitude; the distribution of the brightest galaxies appears
slightly ‘peakier’ around B/T ∼ 0.1 than for fainter galaxies. The
observation that the brighter galaxies are more disc-dominated is
not necessarily surprising, as we could be seeing proportionally
more star formation.
Fig. 13 shows the luminosity dependence of bulge and disc
u − r colours for high- and low-n samples. Low-n systems ex-
perience a change in bulge and disc colour with luminosity; the
fainter the galaxy, the closer in colour the bulge and disc appear,
and the bluer the galaxy overall. High-n galaxies see a similar, al-
though less pronounced, trend. It is interesting to note that in all
populations the colours of the discs are comparatively unchanged
by luminosity, whereas the bulges get significantly bluer (by up to
0.7 mag, in the case of low-n galaxies). A certain amount of the
trends seen for fainter galaxies may be influenced by the fitting pro-
cess; because the galaxies are so faint, the components cannot be
as easily separated and therefore some properties of the bulge may
be interpreted as that of the disc and vice versa. This is explored
further in Ha¨ußler et al. (in preparation).
4 D I SCUSSI ON
In this paper we have presented multiband bulge-disc decomposi-
tions for a sample of 10 491 galaxies and tested that key quantities
(B/T and colours of bulge and disc) are robust to the effects of
redshift. These decompositions have been used to study how bulge
and disc properties relate to the structural behaviour measured using
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Figure 12. Normalized histogram showing the relative colour distributions of the bulges and discs of a volume-limited sample of Mr < −19.48, z < 0.15
galaxies, binned by visual morphology (visually classified by Kelvin et al. 2014). The B − D colour is plotted in black, with negative values indicating a redder
disc than bulge, and positive values indicating a redder bulge than disc. The median B − D colour is plotted as a vertical black dashed line. The majority
of galaxies have a bulge which is redder than its corresponding disc, irrespective of visual morphology. Even galaxies which have been visually classified as
elliptical can show this B − D colour difference.
Figure 13. Luminosity dependence of bulge and disc colours, plotted as red solid lines and blue dotted lines, respectively. Median u − r colours for each
sample are overlayed as thicker vertical lines. Left- and right-hand panels show low- and high-n galaxies, respectively. Both the high- and low-n populations
show a trend of fainter galaxies appearing to be bluer in overall colour.
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wavelength-dependent single-Se´rsic models. We have then focused
on how the relative colours of bulges and discs vary with overall
galaxy properties.
4.1 Comparison of observed trends of R and N with other
studies
The wavelength dependence of single-Se´rsic structure was mea-
sured by V14, and summarized in terms of the fractional variation
in Se´rsic index and effective radius between the g- and H-bands,
which we denoteNHg andNHg .
To recap, a value of unity for R and N means that a galaxy
appears to be the same size, and has the same Se´rsic index, between
g- and H- wavebands. If R < 1, as in the majority of galaxies,
that object will appear larger in bluer wavebands. Conversely, in
the more unlikely case in which R > 1, a galaxy would appear
bluer in the centre and redder at larger radii. The variation in Se´rsic
index with effective radius,N , is greater than unity in cases where a
galaxy’s Se´rsic index is larger (more ‘peaky’) in redder wavelengths,
and smaller (‘flatter’) in bluer wavelengths. The reverse is true for
N < 1 galaxies.
We find that the different N and R distributions of high- and
low-n galaxies can be attributed to specific trends in the relative
luminosity, colour and size of their constituent bulges and discs.
The high-n galaxy population are generally more bulge-dominated,
and haveN closer to unity. However, while these galaxies are often
considered uniformly-red, single-component systems, we find they
display R substantially below unity: their effective radii are much
smaller at longer wavelengths. Our decompositions attribute this to
the presence of an extended, bluer, component, at least reasonably
described by an exponential profile. Dullo & Graham (2013) and
Graham, Dullo & Savorgnan (2015) have revealed that many lo-
cal, massive galaxies are in fact lenticular galaxies with large 2D
discs rather than spheroids with large 3D envelopes. In some cases
the presence of a disc, including spiral features, may be visually
confirmed. In the remaining cases, the extended component may be
a faint disc or more spherically distributed material, although the
trends in the properties of this component, as well asN andR, with
B/T suggest some continuity in its origin. The properties of these
discs are consistent with what is seen in studies of kinematics (e.g.
Emsellem et al. 2011; Krajnovic´ et al. 2011, and references therein)
Our low-n galaxy population is dominated by discs, i.e. low B/T,
which we have found to be consistently associated with N > 1,
even in the case of apparently disc-only systems. This population
also displays R somewhat closer to unity, as a result of less pro-
nounced differences in the colours and sizes of their bulge and disc
components.
The luminosity dependence of N versus R in Kennedy et al.
(2015) can be understood as primarily due to lower-luminosity
galaxies (at a given B/T or n) having closer bulge and disc colours,
and henceN andR closer to unity. The variation inN andR with
overall colour in V14 mainly appears to result from the correlation
between colour and luminosity; the more luminous galaxies tend to
have a greater difference between their bulge and disc colours, which
results in a greater change in structural properties with wavelength.
4.2 Comparison of observed trends of component colours with
other studies
We remind the reader that in this study we have applied a bulge-disc
decomposition to all galaxies in our sample, regardless of whether
there is a physical need for two components. We have done this
primarily to avoid building a dichotomy into our results, but this
has also resulted in some interesting observations, in particular the
sample of visually classified ellipticals we see in Fig. 12 which
have strong discs associated with them. We do, however, apply a
cleaning algorithm to distinguish between potentially unnecessary
components and eliminate bulges which are significantly fainter
than their corresponding disc (and vice versa). See Section 2.3 for
more details. The purpose of our cleaning is to avoid considering the
properties of components that make an insignificant contribution to
the galaxy light. Our analysis has shown that the redder and more
luminous a galaxy, the greater the difference between the colour
of its bulge and disc. Hudson et al. (2010) have performed bulge-
disc decompositions simultaneously in B and R bands for ∼900
galaxies in nearby clusters, and find that the reddest (and brightest)
galaxies have a larger gap between bulge and disc colours. Although
we find a small dependence of disc colour on magnitude in our
low-n population, this effect is minimal compared to the strong
dependence of bulge colour on magnitude, which is also consistent
with the findings of Hudson et al. (2010). In agreement with this,
Head et al. (2014) also observe a greater difference between bulge
and disc colours for brighter objects in their sample of S0 galaxies.
Regardless of visual morphology we see that bulges are consis-
tently redder than their associated discs; Lackner & Gunn (2012)
(and references therein) find that discs around classical bulges are
redder than lone discs or discs around pseudo-bulges, which sup-
ports our observation that bulge and disc colour are correlated.
The work of Peletier & Balcells (1996), however, suggests that
the colour variations from galaxy to galaxy are much larger than
the colour differences observed between the bulges and discs of
individual galaxies, for a sample of inclined, bright, early-type
spirals. This is somewhat at odds with our work, which sug-
gests that the overall colour of a galaxy is driven by the relative
colours of the bulge and disc. None the less, Peletier & Balcells
(1996) find a B − D colour, (U − R), of 0.126 ± 0.165, which
(within error) is consistent with both our study and Cameron et al.
(2009).
By looking at the colours of bulges and discs, we can infer their
star formation histories and eventual quenching. The negative colour
gradients seen in the majority of galaxies (e.g. Prochaska Chamber-
lain et al. 2011; Roediger et al. 2011 and references therein) tells us
that older, redder stars tend to lie in the central, collapsed regions
of galaxies, whilst the (rotationally supported) outskirts of a galaxy
are generally dominated by younger, bluer stellar populations. On
average over our six subsamples, bulges are 0.285 mag redder than
their corresponding discs, and are indeed smaller and more concen-
trated. With our detailed analysis, however, we are able to see that
this mean magnitude difference is a combination of the larger and
smaller B–D colour differences seen in red and blue populations,
respectively.
5 SU M M A RY
We remind the reader that in this work we fit a bulge and disc
(n = free and n = 1, respectively) to all galaxies in our sample. We
make no attempt to remove objects for which a two-component fit
is inappropriate, nor do we substitute single-Se´rsic measurements
in these cases. We do, however, remove bulges which are more
than 3 mag fainter than their corresponding discs, and vice versa
(see Section 2.3 for more details). We also note that we use the
terms ‘bulge’ to refer generally refer to the central component of a
galaxy (thus, bars, lenses, pseudo bulges, classical bulges, and their
superpositions, are all swept up in this term), whilst we use ‘disc’
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to refer to a more extended component with an exponential light
profile.
(i) The difference between bulge and disc colours of both high-
and low-n galaxies remains constant regardless of redshift (see
Fig. 4). The overall distribution of B/T flux ratios is similar at
different redshifts, with perhaps a slightly higher proportion of low-
z galaxies appearing to be disc-dominated in the lowest redshift
bin.
(ii) N & R (single-Se´rsic wavelength dependence) give us in-
formation about a galaxy’s bulge and disc properties (see Figs 8
and 9):
(a) The wavelength dependence of Se´rsic index, N , indicates
whether an object is likely to contain a disc;N >1 = likely to have
a disc present,N <1 = bulge-dominated galaxy
(b) The wavelength dependence of Re is a less effective classifier
of structure than N . Little change in Re with wavelength suggests
that a disc is present, whereas more change in Re with wavelength
suggests that the galaxy could be bulge-dominated.
(c) A strong wavelength dependence of n is correlated with a
redder B–D colour, i.e. a larger difference between the colour of the
bulge and the colour of the disc.
(d) Irrespective of the B/T flux ratio of the system, galaxies with
similarly coloured components exhibit a weaker dependence of Re
on wavelength than galaxies with a bulge redder than its disc.
(e) For the entire V14 sample we see little dependence of N
on B/D size ratio. However, once we split our sample into bulge-
dominated and disc-dominated galaxies (B/T flux ratio >0.5 and
B/T flux ratio <0.5, respectively), we see that the disc-dominated
galaxies show an increase in N with B/D size ratio, whilst the
bulge-dominated population decreases in N with increasing B/D
size ratio.
(f) The relative size of the bulge and disc have little effect onN ,
but there is a correlation withR; as one would expect, galaxies with
a smaller Re(B)/Re(D) display a stronger wavelength dependence
of single-Se´rsic effective radius.
(iii) Bulges are generally redder than their associated discs (see
Fig. 10), regardless of the overall galaxy colour or Se´rsic index.
The bulge and disc are closer in colour for galaxies that are bluer
in overall colour. Rather than all bulges being red and all discs
being blue, there appears to be a colour difference within a given
galaxy. For example, the median colour of green high-n bulges is
actually bluer than the median colour of red high-n discs, which is
what we might expect if bulges in bluer galaxies are likely to be
pseudo-bulges.
(iv) Regardless of morphology, the majority of galaxies exhibit
a bulge that is redder than its corresponding disc (see Fig. 12). This
is particularly interesting in the case of galaxies that have been
visually classified as ellipticals, yet still appear to have a strong,
comparatively blue, disc component.
(v) For the low-n population, brighter galaxies exhibit a lower
B/T flux ratio, whereas the high-n population shows no significant
change in B/T with luminosity (see Fig. 13). Bulges and discs get
closer in colour for fainter galaxies (regardless of n). For both high-
and low-n populations, the fainter the galaxy, the bluer its overall
colour.
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